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The effective attenuation length (EAL) of electrons - that accounts for effects of elastic electron 

scattering as well - is a practically useful parameter in quantitative surface chemical analysis, 

characterising transport of photoelectrons in thin overlayers. The EAL can depend on experimental 

geometry, overlayer thickness and photoelectron angular distribution [1], however, these 

dependencies are usually assumed to be weak in a wide angular or thickness range. For HArd X-ray 

PhotoElectron Spectroscopy (HAXPES), applicable for probing buried interfaces, only a very 

limited number of sets of EAL values are available. In this report we present a comparison between 

our experimental (angular resolved HAXPES) and calculated EAL data obtained in the case of Ni 

nanolayers deposited onto Pd substrates for determining the dependence of the EAL on the  

photoelectron emission angle.  
 

Using a DC magnetron a polycrystalline Ni nanolayer of (7.0±0.7) nm thickness was prepared on 

the top of a Pd layer of ca 150 nm thickness deposited onto a Si wafer substrate. Determination of 

the thickness of the Ni layer was performed using the sputtering rate calibrated by stylus 

profilometer measurements. Angular resolved HAXPES spectra were measured with the Tunable 

High Energy XPS instrument [2] at the BW2 beamline (the instrument is equipped with a Scienta 

SES-200 hemispherical analyzer) of DORIS III using a spectrometer energy resolution of 0.2 eV. 

The exciting photon beam of 4000 eV and 5000 eV energy was monochromatized by a Si (111) 

monochromator and focused onto the sample. The emission angle of photoelectrons varied between 

0°–65° by rotating the sample. The “practical” EAL values were determined at each photoelectron 

emission angle using the definition [3]: EAL=(1/cosθ)(d/(lnI0-lnId), where d is the layer thickness, I0 

and Id the intensity of the Pd 3d photoelectrons emitted from the uncovered and the covered 

substrate and θ the emission angle of photoelectrons related to the surface normal of the sample. 

From the experimental EAL values the ratios R=EAL/λ were derived using the values of the TPP-

2M formula [4] for λ ( the mean free path of the photoelectrons for inelastic scattering) in Ni.  

 

Calculated R values were obtained using a Monte Carlo model for describing electron scattering [5] 

with parameters accounting for nondipole effects in the angular distribution of photoelectrons [6]. 

In addition, average R values were computed using two empirical formulae [7,8] containing no 

angular dependence.  

 

The results of our measurements and calculations for R values in Ni in the case of Pd 3d 

photoelectrons excited (using 4000 eV and 5000 eV energy photons) from the Pd sample covered 

by a Ni layer of 7 nm thickness are compared in Figs 1. and 2. The MC calculations give similar 

angular dependence but systematically lower results compared to the experiments, however, the 

differences between calculations and experiments are about 10%, except the R(θ=55º) at 5000 eV 

photon energy. The empirical formulae agree well with the experiment in the angular range of 0º-

50°.  

 
 



 

Fig. 1. R values as a function of emission angle of Pd 3d  photoelectrons excited by 4000 eV energy 

photons from a Pd sample covered by a Ni layer of 7 nm thickness. RSG  and RPJ denote the values 

obtained the empirical formulae in refs [7,8]. The lines are only for guiding the eye. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1, for 5000 eV photon energy. 
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